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Abstract. Hotspots of disease transmission can strongly influence pathogen spread. Bee patho-
gens may be transmitted via shared floral use, but the role of plant species and floral trait variation in
shaping transmission dynamics is almost entirely unexplored. Given the importance of pathogens for
the decline of several bee species, understanding whether and how plant species and floral traits affect
transmission could give us important tools for predicting which plant species may be hotspots for dis-
ease spread. We assessed variation in transmission via susceptibility (probability of infection) and
mean intensity (cell count of infected bees) of the trypanosomatid gut pathogen Crithidia bombi to
uninfected Bombus impatiens workers foraging on 14 plant species, and assessed the role of floral
traits, bee size and foraging behavior on transmission. We also conducted a manipulative experiment
to determine how the number of open flowers affected transmission on three plant species, Penstemon
digitalis, Monarda didyma, and Lythrum salicaria. Plant species differed fourfold in the overall mean
abundance of Crithidia in foraging bumble bees (mean including infected and uninfected bees). Across
plant species, bee susceptibility and mean intensity increased with the number of reproductive struc-
tures per inflorescence (buds, flowers and fruits); smaller bees and those that foraged longer were also
more susceptible. Trait-based models were as good or better than species-based models at predicting
susceptibility and mean intensity based on AIC values. Surprisingly, floral size and morphology did
not significantly predict transmission across species. In the manipulative experiment, more open flow-
ers increased mean pathogen abundance fourfold in Monarda, but had no effect in the other two plant
species. Our results suggest that variation among plant species, through their influence on pathogen
transmission, may shape bee disease dynamics. Given widespread investment in pollinator-friendly
plantings to support pollinators, understanding how plant species affect disease transmission is impor-
tant for recommending plant species that optimize pollinator health.
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INTRODUCTION

Pathogen transmission is mediated by environmental
heterogeneity (reviewed in Paull et al. 2012) and can be
influenced by features of the transmission site. “Hotspots”
are regions characterized by particularly high pathogen
prevalence or incidence, and can be sources of transmission
to less infected areas (Paull et al. 2012). For example, the
bacteria that cause cholera can concentrate on water hya-
cinth, which prolongs pathogen longevity (Spira et al.
1981). Thus, the presence of water hyacinth at sites may cre-
ate a “hotspot” that results in increased transmission across
the landscape. Similarly, species may vary in their ability to
transmit pathogens, even given similar levels of pathogen in
the environment. For example, six grass species varied in
host susceptibility, competence, and vector population sizes
when exposed to Barley Yellow Dwarf virus, and several
traits associated with life history were associated with this

variation (Cronin et al. 2010). The goal of our study was to
assess the extent to which plant species vary as hotspots for
bee disease transmission, and, if so, the potential for floral
traits to explain this variation.
Populations of many wild bee species are in decline, and

pathogens have been implicated as one of the likely causal
factors (e.g., Goulson et al. 2015). There is increasing evi-
dence that bees share pathogens within and across species
(e.g., Gamboa et al. 2015, McMahon et al. 2015), including
transmission from widespread managed species such as Apis
mellifera to wild Bombus hosts (F€urst et al. 2014). Crithidia
bombi (Trypanosomatidae) is a gut trypanosome that infects
a wide range of bumble bee species with infection rates up to
80% (Shykoff and Schmid-Hempel 1991a, Gillespie 2010).
Crithidia can impair learning, reduce colony reproduction
under food limitation, reduce a queen’s ability to found new
colonies, and is associated with decreased reproduction in
wild colonies (e.g., Shykoff and Schmid-Hempel 1991b,
Brown et al. 2003, Gegear et al. 2006, Goulson et al. 2017).
This pathogen is transmitted when feces from an infected
individual are consumed by an uninfected bee (Durrer and
Schmid-Hempel 1994). While there are obvious routes for
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transmission within colonies, the environmental factors that
contribute to horizontal transmission are largely unknown.
Flowers can be visited by a wide range of pollinators and

other species (McArt et al. 2014) and are logical suspects as
hotspots of pathogen transmission among bees, but very lit-
tle empirical work has addressed this (reviewed in Koch
et al. 2017). More than 20 yr ago, a landmark study showed
that Bombus terrestris could become infected with Crithidia
by foraging on inflorescences previously foraged on by
infected bees (Durrer and Schmid-Hempel 1994). More
recent work has demonstrated that Crithidia was shared
among three Bombus species, and that potential to transmit
the pathogen varied among plant species (Ruiz-Gonzalez
et al. 2012). Furthermore, multiple pathogens, including
Crithidia spp., Nosema spp. and viruses, can be transmitted
among bee species via shared flower use (Ruiz-Gonzalez
and Brown 2006, Singh et al. 2010, Graystock et al. 2015).
Plant species may differ in their potential to transmit

pathogens, and such variation could be mediated by floral
traits. Pathogen transmission among bees via shared flower
use was different on two different plant species in each of
two studies (Durrer and Schmid-Hempel 1994, Graystock
et al. 2015). This suggests that plant community composi-
tion can affect transmission, but consideration of so few
plant species limits our ability to generalize. Furthermore,
since each study used only two plant species that differ in
many ways, it is not possible to determine which traits might
be responsible for differences in transmission. Only one
study has manipulated floral traits to assess their role in
transmission; Durrer and Schmid-Hempel (1994) manipu-
lated inflorescence architecture in a single plant species, and
found that B. terrestris were more likely to become infected
after foraging on inflorescences with a “linear” rather than
“spiral” arrangement of flowers. This suggests that floral
traits can affect disease transmission in foraging bees, but
more work is needed across a broader range of plant species
to evaluate this hypothesis. More generally, both floral and
pollinator morphology can be important for efficient pollen
transfer (e.g., Montgomery and Rathcke 2012). Thus, it is a
logical extension to hypothesize that floral morphology
could also influence pathogen transmission. Given that
pathogen transmission among bees may be widespread
(F€urst et al. 2014, Graystock et al. 2016), it is important
to understand whether and how plant species mediate
transmission.
While documenting plant species variation in transmis-

sion would provide an important first step to understanding
how plant community composition influences pollinator-
disease dynamics, a trait-based approach (Westoby and
Wright 2006, Webb et al. 2010) to understanding disease
transmission has several potential advantages over species-
by-species approaches. If traits alone can predict transmis-
sion as well as models incorporating species identity, the
effort required to parameterize transmission rate models for
complex communities may be greatly reduced, because many
relevant traits (e.g., measures of individual size and life his-
tory) are easily obtained from publicly available databases.
For example, the probability that rodent species were zoono-
tic reservoirs could be predicted with approximately 75%
accuracy based on only five host traits; considering 11 host
traits improved predictions to >90% (Han et al. 2015).

Trait-based analyses are also potentially generalizable
between taxonomically distinct communities, while a
species-based approach requires a new study for each new
species.
To evaluate whether variation among plant species can

shape pathogen transmission to foraging bees and to assess
the role of floral traits in mediating these dynamics, we used
14 bee-pollinated plant species from eight different families,
encompassing a range of floral trait variation. We allowed
uninfected, individual Bombus impatiens workers to forage
on inflorescences provided with Crithidia inoculum, and
then reared these bees and compared transmission across
species, measured as susceptibility (probability of becoming
infected) and mean intensity (cell counts of infected bees).
We also measured floral traits for each species, and evalu-
ated the effect of these traits, bee foraging behavior, and bee
size on susceptibility and mean intensity across plant spe-
cies. We then compared how well trait-based models and
species-based models explained variation in susceptibility
and mean intensity. We hypothesized that traits that increase
encounter rate with pathogens, such as small flowers and
wide or nonexistent corolla tubes, and bee behavior, such as
number of flowers visited or total time foraging, would
increase susceptibility or intensity of infection. Floral traits
could also affect how much pathogen inoculum is consumed
per encounter, which positively relates to infection intensity
(Otterstatter and Thomson 2006). Finally, nectar production
or floral morphology could affect desiccation, which is
important for viability of some pathogens such as Crithidia
(Figueroa et al., unpublished manuscript). Because our
results suggested that reproductive structures per inflores-
cence predicted transmission, we then conducted transmis-
sion trials on three plant species in which we experimentally
manipulated open flowers per inflorescence. Ultimately, our
goal was to elucidate the role of flowering species and floral
traits in bee disease dynamics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Transmission trials across 14 plant species

Study site and species.—This research was conducted at the
University of Massachusetts Center for Agriculture (South
Deerfield, MA, USA, 42°28.60 N, 72°34.80 W) in 2014. The
14 plant species included in the study were Antirrhinum
majus (Plantaginaceae), Asclepias incarnata (Asclepi-
adaceae), Digitalis purpurea (Plantaginaceae), Eupatorium
perfoliatum (Asteraceae), Helianthus annuus (Asteraceae),
Impatiens capensis (Balsaminaceae), Linaria vulgaris (Plan-
taginaceae), Lobelia siphilitica (Campanulaceae), Lythrum
salicaria (Lythraceae), Monarda didyma (Lamiaceae), Pen-
stemon digitalis (Plantaginaceae), Solidago canadensis
(Asteraceae), Thymus vulgaris (German variety; Lamiaceae),
and Verbascum thapsus (Scrophulariaceae); for simplicity,
we refer to all species by genus hereafter. Many of these spe-
cies were selected from “bee friendly” suggested planting lists
(e.g., Xerces society; http://www.xerces.org/pollinator-conse
rvation/plant-lists/), and others were chosen for particular
interest as invasive or common horticultural species. Over-
all, we chose species representing a wide range of variation
in traits including flower size, number, and morphology.
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Some species were obtained from local nurseries or grown
from seed and transplanted to the field site; others were col-
lected from naturally-growing areas nearby (Appendix S1).
We used commercial colonies of Bombus impatiens (Biob-

est, Leamington, Ontario, Canada), the common eastern
bumble bee, which is the most prevalent wild bumble bee
species in our region (Gillespie 2010). Because B. impatiens
is widely distributed commercially, understanding how
plants mediate transmission in this species is particularly
important due to the potential for spread from commercial
to wild bees (Colla et al. 2006). Colonies were confirmed to
be Crithidia-free with weekly dissections of five bees per col-
ony. Crithidia was maintained in a “source” colony that was
originally infected from wild B. impatiens workers collected
from two sites in Amherst, MA, USA (42°24032.47″ N
72°31039.57″ W; 42°23020″ N 72°31021″ W) and then trans-
ferred to new source colonies as needed. Five source colo-
nies were used over the course of the experiment; usually
only one source was used per day, but on five dates two
sources were used to produce enough inoculum. Colonies
were provided ad libitum with 30% sucrose solution replaced
weekly, and approximately 10 g pollen loaves made of 30%
sucrose mixed with multifloral honey bee-collected pollen
(Koppert Biological Systems, Howell, Michigan) added
every other day.

Inoculum preparation.—To create Crithidia inoculum for use
in transmission trials, we dissected up to 10 bees per day
from a single source colony. Guts were ground in 300 lL
deionized water in microcentrifuge tubes and left to sit for
4 h. Moving Crithidia cells were counted on a Neubauer
hemacytometer in a 0.02 lL subsample from a 10 lL sam-
ple per bee using a light microscope at 409 magnification.
Because one of the three life stages of Crithidia is non-
motile, we note that by counting only moving Crithidia cells
we introduced some variation in the number of infective cells
in inoculum made each day; this value also varies daily
because we estimate concentration from a small subsample
of gut solution. Thus, random variation in daily inoculum
concentration makes our results a more conservative test of
plant species differences. After counting Crithidia cells, we
then combined 150 lL of gut solution from up to five bees
each day, diluted this with deionized water, and then mixed
with an equal volume of 50% sucrose to create a final solu-
tion of 25% sucrose with 600 cells/lL. Thus, our inoculum
had a Crithidia cell concentration within the natural concen-
tration occurring in feces (Otterstatter and Thomson 2006)
and also a sugar concentration within the range of nectar;
the average concentration from species we were able to mea-
sure in this study was 30% (range: 11.5–55%; data not
shown). We recorded the time at which inoculum prepara-
tion was completed each day, and transported inoculum to
the field site in a cooler with ice packs to minimize loss of
viability.

Transmission trials.—During natural foraging to wild
plants, floral traits could influence transmission of bee
pathogens at flowers by altering (1) the likelihood of
depositing pathogens on flowers, (2) pathogen viability in
flowers, (3) the likelihood of encountering flowers that
contain pathogens, and (4) pathogen acquisition and

establishment in hosts upon visiting flowers that contain
pathogens (reviewed in McArt et al. 2014). Although we
would have ideally assessed all four of these mechanisms by
allowing uninfected bees to forage on plants previously vis-
ited by infected bees (as in Durrer and Schmid-Hempel
1994, which used B. terrestris), we were unable to replicate
results of that study, suggesting that natural transmission
rates in B. impatiens are too low to be detected by this
approach. Instead, we compared transmission potential
between plant species by adding controlled amounts of
inoculum to Crithidia-free inflorescences, allowing a single
uninfected bee to forage, rearing the bee for 7 d and then
assessing susceptibility (presence/absence of pathogens fol-
lowing exposure) and mean intensity (cell counts in infected
bees). This methodology evaluates processes three and four
– likelihood of encountering flowers that contain pathogens
(via foraging behavior upon encountering an infected plant),
and pathogen acquisition and establishment in hosts upon
visiting flowers that contain pathogens. Each of these are
major unexplored components of pathogen transmission by
bees at flowers (McArt et al. 2014) that could be affected by
floral number, size, shape, or nectar production, as well as
(or in addition to) bee foraging behavior. This methodology
does not account for likelihood of depositing pathogen cells
on flowers (process one), or variation in viability in flowers
(process two), which are beyond the scope of this paper but
are being explored in a forthcoming manuscript (Figueroa
et al., unpublished manuscript). In a subsequent large-scale
experiment, we ranked plant species as “high” or “low”
transmission based on the trials reported here, and con-
ducted an experiment with infected bee microcolonies forag-
ing on uninoculated “high” or “low” transmission plants.
Average colony-level infection after 2 weeks was approxi-
mately twice as high when foraging on “high” compared to
“low” transmission plants (Adler et al., unpublished data),
suggesting that processes of transmission we tested in this
study explain substantial variation in longer-term transmis-
sion dynamics.
Plants were grown and trials were conducted in the field

at the University of Massachusetts Center for Agriculture
(South Deerfield, MA, USA, 42°28.60 N, 72°34.80 W) from
June 24 through August 28, 2014. Whenever possible, we
used multiple plant species on each trial date, but each spe-
cies was only used on a subset of all possible dates due to
phenology. To conduct transmission trials, inflorescences of
all plant species were covered with organza bags (ULine,
Pleasant Prairie, Wisconsin) before flowers opened to pre-
vent wild bee visitation and potential pathogen deposition.
To conduct a trial, an inflorescence with at least five open
flowers was clipped with scissors and immediately placed in
a florist’s water tube. We counted open flowers, placed four
10 lL inoculum drops within four separate flowers (one
drop per flower) using a pipette, and marked these flowers
at the outside base, calyx or stem with paint pens (Crafts-
mart� Fine Line 6 Count, Basic, Michaels Stores, Inc., Irv-
ing, Texas). For Eupatorium and Solidago, capitula were
considered “flowers”, while in Helianthus we used a single
capitulum and individual florets were counted as flowers.
We chose 10 lL to simulate the volume of feces from a sin-
gle defecation event. Four drops were used to facilitate
encounters during foraging; by having a minimum of five
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open flowers, we ensured there was at least one un-inocu-
lated flower to visit. Bees almost always consumed inoculum
upon first contact. We placed inoculum in contact with
reproductive structures whenever possible; this was typically
inside tubular flowers (e.g., Lobelia, Penstemon) or on top of
open flowers (e.g., Lythrum). In some cases, flowers were so
small that the drop rested on top of the corolla (e.g., Sol-
idago, Thymus, Eupatorium) and may not have contacted
nectar. We placed drops inside flowers due to initial findings
of Crithidia in nectar and bees defecating on flowers (Durrer
and Schmid-Hempel 1994, Otterstatter and Thomson 2006).
More recent work suggests that feces are more likely to be
deposited on outer floral surfaces and not in nectar (Cis-
arovsky and Schmid-Hempel 2014), although data show
that bees deposit up to 47% of their feces within flowers on
some plant species (Figueroa et al., unpublished manuscript).
Our goal was to standardize the amount and presentation of
inoculum across species so we could assess variation in sus-
ceptibility and intensity of infection given the same starting
conditions, after controlling for foraging-induced differences
in exposure.
Each inflorescence was individually placed into a small

cage (45.7 cm 9 71.0 cm 9 55.6 cm) constructed of a wood
frame with plexiglass or cloth sides with a chilled, uninfected
experimental B. impatiens worker initially placed on the
inflorescence. For each trial, we recorded the plant species,
experimental bee colony of origin, start and end time, time
spent foraging (i.e., actively probing flowers), and the num-
ber of open flowers probed and number of inoculum drops
probed. For the latter two measures, every new entry into a
flower in which reproductive parts were contacted was con-
sidered a new flower probe (and if the flower was inoculated,
it was also a new drop probed) because we could not ascer-
tain whether bees consumed all the inoculum drop in a sin-
gle probe. A trial was concluded after the bee ceased
foraging, if at least one inoculated flower was probed. We
did not limit trials to a specified time period because the rate
at which bees probed individual flowers varied widely with
species, and so limiting trial time period would create a de
facto difference in the number of flowers probed per species.
Bees that did not forage on an inoculated flower after
20 min were excluded. After each trial, inflorescences were
disposed of and experimental bees were returned to a cooler
on ice until being transported to the laboratory at the end of
the field day. We used 6–10 experimental colonies per plant
species and had 11–36 bees with successful trials and patho-
gen counts per plant species.

Assessing pathogen infection.—Upon returning to the labo-
ratory, each bee was placed in a 20 mL plastic scintillation
vial with a nectar feeder with 500 lL of 30% sucrose solu-
tion and a 0.1–0.2 g portion of a pollen loaf; all pollen
loaves were made from the same pollen source used to main-
tain colonies. Bees were housed in a growth chamber at
27°C in darkness, and placed in new vials with fresh nectar
and pollen daily. After 7 d, bees were dissected and Crithidia
cells were counted as in “Inoculum preparation” above,
except that guts were left for 5 h instead of 4 h before count-
ing (the shorter time for inoculation preparation allowed us
to begin field trials sooner). We collected the right forewing
of each bee to measure radial cell length as an estimate

of bee size (Harder 1982); we refer to this as “bee size” in
analysis.

Measuring floral traits.—To understand the role of floral
traits in mediating bee disease transmission, we measured
reproductive structures per inflorescence, floral size and
morphology, and nectar production. We measured these flo-
ral traits on single inflorescences from 22 to 38 (median 30)
individuals of each plant species that were not used in trans-
mission trials (sample sizes are provided in Appendix S1:
Table S1). While it would have been ideal to measure floral
traits on the inflorescences used in trials, this would have
been prohibitively time consuming and, in the case of nectar
measurements, potentially damaging to flowers. However,
we included the number of open flowers for each trial in
analysis. For all other floral traits, we used separate plants
to measure species-level values for use in analyses relating
traits to transmission. We measured corolla length and
width using digital calipers to the nearest 0.01 mm
(Appendix S2), and used these traits in a principal compo-
nents analysis to generate a first component that reflected
floral size (PC1 = 0.87*corolla length + 0.50*corolla width,
accounting for 91% of total variance), and a second compo-
nent representing floral shape (PC2 = 0.5*corolla length -
0.87*corolla width, accounting for 9% of total variance),
which correlated strongly (r = 0.88) with the ratio of corolla
length:width. We counted reproductive structures per inflo-
rescence (including buds, flowers and fruits), and measured
the height of the tallest flower. We measured nectar volume
after 24 h of bagging using glass microcapillary tubes; we
did not remove nectar prior to bagging flowers to avoid
damaging nectaries. We did not include sugar content in this
study since nectar production was too low to measure sugar
on several species. For a subset of species, in 2015 we mea-
sured floral longevity by marking buds and noting the date
of first opening and senescence. We present means, sample
sizes, and standard deviation for all predictor traits used in
analyses in Data S1 and Metadata S1.

Statistical analysis.—Statistical analyses were conducted in
R (R Core Team 2017) version 3.3 or higher. We analyzed
susceptibility (presence/absence of Crithidia) and mean
intensity (mean raw Crithidia cell count per 0.02 lL gut
sample in infected bees) as two separate components of
pathogen transmission to bees. Although using a single
response with negative binomial regression should be more
powerful, this was inappropriate for our data (see
Appendix S3 for justification). However, we summarize pat-
terns using a combined response variable for the purposes of
comparing species only. Susceptibility is a binary (0-1)
response and was therefore analyzed by logistic regression.
Mean intensity (values of all non-zero counts) was highly
right-skewed, so our analyses used log-transformed counts;
these had a symmetric and approximately Gaussian distribu-
tion, and were therefore analyzed by linear regression
assuming Gaussian error distributions. Models with only
fixed effects were fitted using glm (for susceptibility) and lm
(for intensity) functions in R. Models that included any ran-
dom effects were fitted using the gam function in the mgcv
package (Wood 2006). Note that the fitted models were
logistic or linear mixed regression models, not generalized
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additive models. We used the gam function because, for the
models we consider here (which do not include multiple ran-
dom effects with correlations), gam reports the statistical
significance (P value) for random effect terms specified
through the random effect (“re”) basis.
Our statistical analyses assessed whether susceptibility

and mean intensity were predicted by plant species and by
floral traits, and whether these responses were better pre-
dicted by species identity or by floral traits. We initially fit-
ted generalized additive models for nonlinear effects of day
of year (Julian date), the elapsed time between inoculum
preparation and each trial, or both, on susceptibility and
mean intensity using gam in the mgcv package, but these
covariates did not affect susceptibility or mean intensity
(P > 0.12 from anova.gam in all cases) and were omitted
from subsequent analyses. We could not include the effect of
experimental colony in our analyses because this was con-
founded with plant species, since we used different colonies
over the course of the summer and plant species bloomed at
different times. However, we have no a priori reason to think
that experimental colonies, sourced commercially and reared
in the lab, would vary systematically in susceptibility to
infection over a three-month period.

Plant species and pathogen transmission

To assess covariates for inclusion in models that used
plant species as a predictor of susceptibility and mean
intensity, we first fitted a series of linear (intensity) and
generalized linear (susceptibility) models with single pre-
dictors, including plant species, inoculum source colony,
bee size (estimated as wing radial cell length), and bee for-
aging behavior (number of flowers probed, number of
inoculum drops probed, and total time foraging) as fixed
covariates, using both susceptibility and mean intensity as
responses in separate analyses. Species identity and inocu-
lum source colony were factor variables; species identity
was fitted as a random effect but inoculum source colony
was fitted as fixed since there were only six levels (four
sources plus two combinations used on some days); all
other covariates are numerical and were fitted as fixed
effects. Only covariates that were significantly or margin-
ally significantly related to susceptibility or mean intensity
were retained for model selection (described in Results and
Appendix S3).

Traits and transmission

For models using floral traits rather than species identity
to predict susceptibility and mean intensity, we again
assessed potential covariates by fitting a set of linear or gen-
eralized linear models with potential covariates as single
fixed effects. Potential covariates were floral traits (corolla
size, corolla shape, number of open flowers, reproductive
structures per inflorescence, nectar volume and floral long-
evity), bee size (estimated as wing radial cell length), and bee
foraging behavior (number of flowers probed, number of
inoculum drops probed, and total time foraging). Traits that
were significant predictors in these analyses were used in
model selection (described in Results) to produce final trait-
based models for susceptibility and mean intensity. Species

identity was not included in trait-based models because it is
confounded with floral traits, which were measured at the
species level. Helianthus was an outlier for several floral
traits and foraging behavior measures (see Appendix S3),
and so was omitted from analyses of trait-dependent trans-
mission but included in analyses that assessed species differ-
ences in susceptibility or mean intensity without considering
floral traits.

Species vs. traits as predictors of susceptibility
and mean intensity

Trait-based and species-based models are non-nested, so
model comparison was done using AIC omitting Helianthus,
because comparison is only possible when all models are fit-
ted to the same data. We selected the lowest-AIC models for
both species (with bee size and behavior as potential covari-
ates, but not floral traits) and traits (with bee size, behavior
and floral traits as potential covariates, but not species) to
determine which most effectively predicted susceptibility
and mean intensity.

Transmission trials manipulating flower number

Experimental trials.—In our observational transmission tri-
als, reproductive structures per inflorescence were the most
consistent predictor of susceptibility and mean intensity (see
Results). This was a surprising result, since the number of
open flowers did not predict responses as strongly. This sug-
gests that some unmeasured trait correlated with reproduc-
tive structures per inflorescence affects transmission.
Alternatively, because number of open flowers and repro-
ductive structures per inflorescence were tightly correlated
across species (Spearman’s q = 0.79, n = 13, P < 0.001 for
all species but Helianthus), this observational approach may
not be able to distinguish whether number of open flowers
or some other correlated unmeasured trait is the underlying
cause of altered transmission.
To determine whether the number of open flowers or some

other correlated trait underlies the relationship between
number of reproductive structures per inflorescence and
transmission, we conducted transmission trials manipulat-
ing open flower number and comparing transmission within
three plant species. Although intraspecific variation in num-
ber of open flowers may affect susceptibility or mean inten-
sity differently than interspecific variation, manipulating
this trait within species allows us to assess its importance in
the absence of confounding species-level differences in other
traits, and using three plant species provides some generality
to this assessment. Trials were conducted in 2016 on Penste-
mon (June 13–29), Monarda (June 30–July 15) and Lythrum
(July 18–Aug 9) using plants and protocols from the same
site and trials described previously, except that each inflores-
cence was assigned to a high or low flower number treat-
ment in alternating sequence, and inoculum was made using
¼ strength Ringer’s solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA) instead of deionized water. The number of open
flowers for each treatment varied with species; the low and
high range of open flowers was 5–7 and 11–13 for Penste-
mon, 10–15 and 25–30 for Monarda, and 6–10 and 16–20 for
Lythrum. These numbers were based on typical flower
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production for each species, and such that the upper bound
of the low treatment was half of the upper bound of the high
treatment, with constant range of values within treatment.
We only selected inflorescences with at least one more open
flower than the maximum “high” treatment value (e.g., 14
for Penstemon). We then randomly assigned inflorescences
to treatments and removed open flowers using dissecting
scissors or forceps to achieve the appropriate number; at
least one open flower was removed from every inflorescence
to control for damage effects. The number of open flowers
removed per inflorescence and the final number of open
flowers were recorded for each trial, along with the bee
behavior variables described for the previous transmission
trials. Bees came from six experimental colonies.

Statistical analysis.—Prior to analysis, we discarded six
bees due to unusual foraging (e. g, spending several min-
utes inside a single flower), death or missing data, and
two extreme outliers (Appendix S3), resulting in final
sample sizes of 63, 49 and 65 bees in Penstemon, Mon-
arda and Lythrum trials respectively. Because this experi-
ment focused on the within-species effect of number of
open flowers, rather than comparing species differences,
we analyzed each species separately. This allowed us to
analyze counts for each species as a single response,
including both infected and uninfected bees, using nega-
tive binomial regression, because the treatment with
higher mean count was also the treatment with a higher
frequency of nonzero counts. Using mean abundance of
Crithidia as the response (including uninfected bees) com-
bines susceptibility and mean intensity into one response
variable. We used R functions glm.nb for models with
only fixed effects and gam with family=nb for models
including random effects, in both cases using the default
log link function.
As in the multi-species infection trials, we first assessed

whether other potential covariates (bee size, trial time, time
foraging, number of inoculum drops probed, number of
flowers probed, minutes between inoculum preparation and
trial, bee dissection time) should be included in subsequent
analyses. Because we analyzed species separately and inocu-
lum strength can vary daily, we also included trial date as an
unordered, categorical random effect. We fitted negative
binomial regression models (Appendix S3) that always
included treatment as a fixed effect, and trial date and bee
colony of origin as random effects. In each model, only one
additional covariate was included, whose significance was
tested by anova.gam. Additional covariates that were signifi-
cant predictors in these analyses were used in model selec-
tion (described in Appendix S3) to produce the final model
for testing treatment effects.

RESULTS

Transmission trials across 14 plant species

Plant species and pathogen transmission.—Tabulating mean
pathogen counts per foraging bee showed that plant species
varied fourfold in mean Crithidia abundance (mean count
including uninfected bees; Fig. 1A). Mean abundance was
highest in Asclepias, and high in Monarda, Lythrum, and

Lobelia, and lowest in Digitalis, Antirrhinum, Linaria, and
Thymus.
Plant species and bee size were significant predictors of

variation in susceptibility in single-variable analyses, with
larger bees having lower susceptibility (Table 1). Both
remained significant in a generalized linear mixed model
including both variables with species as a random effect
(species: n = 292, df = 4.66, v2 = 9.04, P = 0.029; bee size:
n = 292, z = �2.015, P = 0.044; Fig. 2B). Total time forag-
ing (marginally significant in the single-variable analysis;
Table 1) was not significant in a generalized linear mixed
model that also included species as a random effect
(n = 303, z = 1.754, P = 0.078). Plant species also predicted
mean intensity (Table 2, Fig. 1C). No other bee behavior
covariates were significant predictors of mean intensity in
the single-variable analyses. Patterns in mean abundance
were largely reflected in the patterns for mean intensity
(Fig. 1A vs. 1C). Some species, such as Antirrhinum, had
high susceptibility but low mean intensity, leading to low
overall mean abundance.

Traits and transmission.—In our initial analysis testing each
potential predictor one at a time on susceptibility, reproduc-
tive structures per inflorescence, bee size, and total time for-
aging were significant or marginally significant (Table 1).
Bee size and total time foraging were correlated (n = 283,
r = �0.26, P < 0.001), so we fitted two GLMs including
each of these separately as a covariate in addition to repro-
ductive structures per inflorescence. In the first model, bees
visiting plant species with more reproductive structures per
inflorescence were more likely to acquire Crithidia (n = 291,
v2 = 6.366, P = 0.011; Fig. 2A), as were smaller bees
(n = 291, v2 = 4.75, P = 0.029; Fig. 2B). In the second
model, bees visiting plant species with more reproductive
structures per inflorescence were again more likely to
acquire Crithidia (n = 302, v2 = 9.24, P = 0.002), as were
bees with greater total time foraging (n = 302, v2 = 6.08,
P = 0.014; Fig. 2C). Of these two models, the one with total
time foraging has the lower AIC (DAIC = 3.93), and in a
GLM with both time foraging and bee size as covariates,
bee size is not significant (P = 0.16) while both time forag-
ing (n = 285, v2 = 5.88, P = 0.015) and reproductive struc-
tures per inflorescence were (n = 285, v2 = 8.26, P = 0.004).
The relationship between susceptibility and reproductive
structures per inflorescence (for which we have only one
value per species) remained even if we used a grouped
response with one susceptibility value per species (t = 2.22,
P = 0.048).
Using a similar approach for mean intensity as the

response, four variables (reproductive structures per inflo-
rescence, nectar production, corolla size, corolla shape) were
significant as individual predictors in separate models
(Table 2). In models that included reproductive structures
per inflorescence as a predictor of mean intensity, none of
the other variables was significant as an additional predictor
(P > 0.3 for all three), while reproductive structures per
inflorescence was significant in all cases (F > 5.2, P < 0.025
for all). The final trait-based model for mean intensity thus
had reproductive structures per inflorescence as the only
covariate; bees that became infected after visiting plant spe-
cies with more reproductive structures per inflorescence had
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higher mean Crithidia loads (n = 194, F = 11.71, P < 0.001;
Fig. 2D). The relationship between intensity and reproduc-
tive structures per inflorescence remained even if we used a
grouped response with one intensity value per species
(t = 3.7, P = 0.0035).

Species vs. traits as predictors of susceptibility and inten-
sity.—For susceptibility, the lowest AIC species-based
model was a GLMM including species as a random effect,
and bee size and total time foraging as fixed effects. The low-
est AIC trait-based model was a GLM including reproduc-
tive structures per inflorescence, bee size and total time
foraging as fixed effects. AIC for the trait-based model was
somewhat lower (DAIC = 3.03). The two models made simi-
lar predictions (r = 0.84 between the two models’ fitted val-
ues), but the species-based model required more parameters
(df = 6.97 for the species-based model, and 4 for the trait-
based model). For prediction of mean intensity, the best

species-based model included only species as a random
effect, and the best trait-based model included only repro-
ductive structures per inflorescence as a fixed effect. Com-
paring these models, AIC for the trait-based model was
substantially lower (DAIC = 5.85), because the predictions
were very similar (r = 0.83 between the two models’ fitted
values) but the trait-based model had fewer parameters
(df = 5.93 for the species-based model, and 3 for the trait-
based model). Thus, for both susceptibility and intensity,
traits and species identity had similar predictive power, and
so a trait-based model is preferred due to greater simplicity.
We also found no evidence of bias in the trait-based predic-
tions (Appendix S3).

Transmission trials manipulating flower number

For Penstemon, there were no significant covariates in
model selection, and no significant treatment effect on mean
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Crithidia abundance (mean counts including zero values;
n = 66, v2 = 0.867, P = 0.352). In Lythrum, there was no
significant treatment effect in a model with (n = 68,
v2 = 0.005, P = 0.943) or without significant covariates
(n = 71, v2 = 0.042, P = 0.847). In Monarda, the effect of
treatment was tested in a model including flowers probed as
a fixed effect; both treatment and number of flowers probed
were significant (treatment: n = 51, v2 = 5.374, P = 0.02;
number of flowers probed: n = 51, v2 = 6.24, P = 0.01). The
estimated coefficient for the lower flower number treatment
(�1.375) corresponds to a roughly 4-fold reduction in mean
pathogen abundance in the low compared to high flower
treatments, aligning closely with raw mean abundance per
bee in each treatment (mean � SE: low: 7.07 � 2.00; high:
30.91 � 12.13 cells per 0.02 lL).

DISCUSSION

Overall, plant species differed fourfold in the mean abun-
dance of pathogen cells established after a single bee forag-
ing bout (Fig. 1A), with species explaining significant
variation in both susceptibility and mean intensity (Fig. 1B,
C). These results complement earlier work which reported
that the probability of Crithidia infection in B. terrestris
workers differed on two plant species (Durrer and Schmid-
Hempel 1994). Research more than twenty years later
showed that B. terrestris and Apis mellifera can vector
pathogens of both bee species via shared floral foraging,
and the extent of vectoring differed between two plant spe-
cies (Graystock et al. 2015). To our knowledge, these are the
only previous studies asking whether plant species modulate
pathogen acquisition among bees. Here, we greatly extend
the evidence of earlier work and, based upon the

considerable variation in the effectiveness of different plant
species to act as transmission hubs, suggest that plant com-
munity composition is likely to mediate bee-pathogen trans-
mission dynamics. Future work should manipulate plant
community composition in structured microcosms including
bees and pathogen to assess longer-term effects.
In the transmission trials with 14 plant species, we found

that models predicting susceptibility and mean intensity
based on floral traits made similar in-sample predictions to
models based on species identity. However, the trait-based
models had lower AIC and are therefore expected to have
better out-of-sample predictive accuracy (i.e., more accurate
forecasts of new observations), because the trait-based mod-
els required fewer parameters to fit the data. Moreover, only
the trait-based models have any predictive power for species
not represented in the data set. These gains in parsimony
and generalization are the potential benefits of trait-based
models, which have inspired trait-based approaches to many
different aspects of community ecology (e.g., Westoby and
Wright 2006, Webb et al. 2010). Given enough data on all
species in a community, the situation would be reversed
because species always have idiosyncratic differences that
cannot be fully captured by a list of traits. But in species-rich
communities, getting “enough data” on ecological processes
in each species may require prohibitive time or expense.
Measuring relevant traits on all species, and using a subset
to estimate trait-transmission relationships, may be far more
feasible. If we can identify specific floral traits that shape
pathogen transmission, these could be used to guide recom-
mendations for pollinator-friendly habitat, within the con-
text of other constraints such as phenology and providing
diverse resources to support specialist as well as generalist
pollinator species.
No measure of floral morphology significantly predicted

transmission, which was surprising given the importance of
floral morphology for pollen transfer by bees (e.g., Costa
et al. 2017). However, we note that whenever possible we
added inoculum within the corolla tube. Naturally foraging
infected bees are likely to deposit feces on the corolla lip or
outside the flower, and floral traits may shape risk or expo-
sure by affecting where and how much bees defecate as well
as trypanosome survival, although we note that in our study
the number of inoculum drops probed had surprisingly little
relationship with susceptibility or mean intensity of infec-
tion. The ultimate effect of floral traits on transmission will
depend on whether their effects on risk amplify or counter
their effects on susceptibility and intensity.
In our observational trials, species with more reproductive

structures per inflorescence had greater transmission, mea-
sured as both susceptibility and mean intensity (Fig. 2A, D).
This was the most consistent floral trait that predicted trans-
mission, more than the number of flowers probed per trial or
the amount of nectar each species produced. Reproductive
structures per inflorescence even explained transmission
more than the number of open flowers, which was surprising
for two reasons. First, reproductive structures per inflores-
cence was measured at the species level (i.e., one value per
plant species) while number of open flowers was counted for
each trial. We would expect that a variable that was evaluated
specifically for each trial would have more predictive power
than a similar variable at the species level. Secondly, it is

TABLE 1. Analysis of bee susceptibility to infection as a function
of species identity, inoculum source colony, floral traits, bee
traits, and bee foraging behavior, using generalized linear models
with each focal variable as the one covariate (see text for details).
Only the Species model includes data on Helianthus. Source file:
SpeciesTraitsAndSusceptibility.R and scripts that it sources;
Dryad repository.

Variable
P

value* v2 n Coefficient

Species 0.029 10.146 350 –
Inoculum source 0.443 4.779 281 –
Nectar volume 0.550 0.357 297 �0.058
Number of open flowers 0.323 0.978 304 0.004
Corolla size 0.501 0.453 310 �0.006
Corolla shape 0.152 2.057 310 �0.050
Repro. structures per infl. 0.009 6.751 310 0.004
Floral longevity 0.274 1.119 215 0.066
Bee size 0.042 4.155 292 �0.871
Total time foraging (min) 0.057 3.616 303 0.054
Number of flowers probed 0.993 0 304 0
Number of inoc. drops
probed

0.789 0.071 303 0.007

Notes: *P-values were obtained from summary.gam (for Species,
fitted as a random effect) or drop1 with test = “Chisq” (all others,
fitted as fixed effects), v2 is the value of the test statistic which has
an approximately chi-square distribution, n is the sample size
and coefficient is the coefficient of the focal variable in the linear
predictor.
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difficult to explain how reproductive structures per inflores-
cence (including buds and fruits) could mediate transmission
more than the number of open flowers, given that bees only
foraged on open flowers in our trials. If transmission occurs
through spreading inoculum across all floral surfaces, then
increased reproductive structures per inflorescence could
provide more surface for spread via contact. Similarly, if
more reproductive structures create more inflorescence com-
plexity, this may affect micro-climates conducive to pathogen
viability (such as increased humidity) or alter bee foraging
behavior in ways that increase exposure. It is also possible
that some underlying trait we did not consider is correlated
with species-level variation in reproductive structures per
inflorescence. For example, if plants that produced fewer
flowers also produced longer-lasting flowers with more effec-
tive antimicrobial defense through nectar proteins or vola-
tiles (e.g., Thornburg et al. 2003), this could help explain our
result. We measured floral longevity on a subset of our spe-
cies and found no relationship with transmission (Tables 1
and 2), but have not exhaustively tested this hypothesis.

Because reproductive structures per inflorescence and
number of open flowers are often tightly correlated, we
manipulated the number of open flowers to determine
whether this trait influences variation in bee host suscepti-
bility and infection intensity within species of plants,
although we acknowledge that the same trait may affect
pathogen dynamics differently within vs. across species. We
found only partial support for the hypothesis that the rela-
tionship between reproductive structures per inflorescence
and transmission was due to an underlying correlation with
number of open flowers. Flowers increased trypanosome
pathogen abundance in bees nearly fourfold in Monarda,
but there was no effect in Lythrum or Penstemon. Thus, the
number of open flowers is unlikely to be the only mechanism
explaining the relationship between reproductive structures
per inflorescence and transmission.
Bee size and total time foraging were correlated with each

other and with susceptibility in the observational transmis-
sion trials; smaller bees foraged for longer total time in the
trials, and were more likely to become infected than larger
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FIG. 2. Relationships between traits and components of pathogen transmission that were statistically significant in the transmission tri-
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bees. It is interesting that smaller bees foraged for longer
periods but did not probe more flowers or inoculum drops
in that time, suggesting that other mechanisms underlie the
relationship between bee size and susceptibility. Small bees
may be able to access more of the inoculum drops, particu-
larly in plant species with narrow corollas. Furthermore,
consuming the same amount of inoculum provides propor-
tionally more pathogen cells per gram of bee tissue in a
smaller bee, perhaps resulting in higher probability of infec-
tion. Finally, smaller bees could have less ability to resist
infection. Although reduced food availability can decrease
bee size (Schmid-Hempel and Schmid-Hempel 1998,
Rotheray et al. 2017) and affect immune function (Schmid-
Hempel and Schmid-Hempel 1998, Brown et al. 2003,
Alaux et al. 2010), our bees were commercially reared and
should not have been food stressed. Regardless of the mech-
anism, greater infection in smaller bees could have conse-
quences for within-hive transmission since smaller bees
are more often nurse bees while larger bees are foragers
(Goulson 2010).
In conclusion, plant species varied widely in the trans-

mission of Crithidia to B. impatiens, suggesting that plant
species, through their influence on pathogen transmission,
may play an important role in shaping bee disease dynam-
ics. Surprisingly, reproductive structures per inflorescence
best predicted variation in transmission; floral size and
morphology did not play significant roles. Across species,
trait-based models were as good or better at predicting sus-
ceptibility and mean intensity based on AIC values, indi-
cating the potential to use traits to select plant species that
minimize pathogen spread, rather than requiring an evalua-
tion of every plant species. Our manipulative experiment
suggested that, within species, open flowers play a partial
role explaining variation in transmission; such intraspecific
variation may play important roles in plant-pollinator-
pathogen dynamics. Given widespread investment in

pollinator-friendly plantings to support pollinators, deter-
mining how plant species affect disease transmission is
critical for recommending plant species that optimize
pollinator health.
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